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Nature’s Giants: The Biology and Evolution
of the World’s Largest Lifeforms.
By Graeme D. Ruxton; Foreword by Norman Owen-
Smith. New Haven (Connecticut): Yale University Press.
$35.00. 224 p.; ill.; index. ISBN: 978-0-300-23988-1.
2019.
We as humans have always been in awe of big things,
whether they are in space, the oceans, or the fossil
record. Ruxtonuses this inspiration as the entry point
to explore the biology (and even physics) and evolu-
tion of large animals in Nature’s Giants, covering nu-
merous great lifeforms spanning from giant whales
to enormous sauropods. Although readers may ini-
tially be drawn in by the size of these creatures, as
the author writes in the introduction, “size matters,”
and the weight of these animals brings with it many
other fascinating implications that he goes into with
moderate detail.
The volume is broken down into nine main chap-
ters. The first of these explores the biological, ecolog-
ical, and physical implications of being big, covering
topics such as the allometric scaling of surface area
and volume, metabolism, muscle power and bone
strength, levers, population density, and food chains.
I found this chapter to be a brilliant yet approach-
able primer on many of these topics. The remain-
ing eight chapters each focus on a broad group of
organisms that is more or less known for its large
members, including dinosaurs, mammals, insects,
and even plants. Each of these chapters covers the
largest members of the group, with lots of details
about their diet, habitat, life history, and fossil re-
cord (where applicable). I particularly enjoyed the
sections that detailed the often-abundant complica-
tions that arose from these animals’ great size and
the unique adaptations to being large that they
had evolved. Every single page has one or more
beautiful photographs, figures, or reconstructions
that complement the text perfectly. I think one of
the strongest aspects of the writing throughout
these chapters is the easily memorable, yet factual,
anecdotes. In a book largely aimed toward general
readers, these small insights into the life history of
these animals and the history of their study will be
a great takeaway for readers, even if they are an ac-
ademic (myself included). I also appreciate that,
where applicable, sufficient attention is given to
both extinct and extant taxa. Finally, Ruxton should
be commended for his nods to the impacts that hu-
mans have had and continue to have on many of
these animals, with a (perhaps overly optimistic)
hopeful look to a more harmonious future.
It is hard to find any major faults with the volume.
The author covers many different taxa, and I often
found myself looking for more information. Unfor-
tunately, there are few citations in the main text,
and the Further Reading section is less than half a
page long. Perhaps a further reading section for
each chapter would be more appropriate. Also, per-
haps a trivial gripe, but I found that Ruxton too of-
ten said, “My guess is that” or “I think it is likely
that,” implying thebiological sciences are trifledwith
guesswork, when in reality there are many peer-re-
viewed papers that the author could have cited with
evidence-based reasonings. Regardless, I would easily
suggest this book to anyone.
William Gearty, Biological Sciences, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
Mammalogy Techniques Lab Manual.
By James M. Ryan. Baltimore (Maryland): Johns Hop-
kins University Press. $39.95 (paper). ix + 179 p.; ill.;
index. ISBN: 9781421426075 (pb); 9781421426082
(eb). 2018.
This book can be recommended to anyone work-
ing (or those who wish to work) with mammals in
the field and is a must have for students of mam-
malogy (including researchers) as well as any biol-
ogy department covering mammalogy. In 19 chapters,
James M. Ryan covers different techniques used by
mammalogists in the field. Students are not only
shown how to collect data, but also how process it,
based on the statistical software R. Although it does
not and cannot replace a statistical course, the field
techniques are thus embedded in the modern re-
search environment students have to work in. As
such, the volume represents mammalogy as a mod-
ern science, not as an ancient art.
All of the chapters have the same structure: time
required to teach the method, learning objectives,
equipment needed, background information, and a
detailed description of exercises. Each chapter con-
tains a largenumberof very useful and easy-to-under-
standfigures. The chaptersmake it easy to teachwith
little time needed for preparation. It also allows any-
one to teach the technique. Thus, this is useful for
professors and students, but also for researchers that
want to add a new technique to their field studies.
The chapters include traditional techniques but
also modern ones. The more traditional ones are
(in my order, not the one of the book): keeping a
field notebook, trapping, two chapters on mark-re-
capture studies, transects, collecting parasites, spec-
imen preparation, and studying the skull and teeth.
More modern approaches are phylogenetic recon-
struction, camera trapping, radio tracking,GPS track-
ing, and preparing karyotypes. There are also three
chapters on different aspects of behavior (general,
sounds, and optimal foraging). As a behavioral ecol-
ogist, I read the chapter on quantifying mammalian
behavior critically. Its introduction is very sound
and raises important points I also make to my own
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